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Covid-19 Update
Adhering to the strict health measurements in Greece,
New Naval has implemented all mandated protocols and
upgraded safety guidelines, while continuing to deliver the
highest caliber equipment to our clients in Greece and
abroad.

ScorSkim 90
New Naval's updated ScorSkim 90 is
an oleophilic, free-floating oil recovery
skimmer designed for oil recovery
operations in varying environments
and scenarios, including offshore
conditions. With the capability to
recover light to heavy oils the
skimmer also utilizes an integrated,
onboard pump. The 3-bank, modular
system can be quickly changed from
brush, disc or drum recovery banks
depending on the viscosity of the
target oil.

New Naval's R&D and Technical Team built the state-of-the-art
ScorSkim 90 and ScorLip 205 to tailor-made technical specifications
intended for large, offshore recovery operations. The full recovery
systems are part of multiple complete OSR Equipment Packages that
were prepared and shipped to end clients in Korea and Tunisia.

Protect the
Seas,
Upgrade Life.

ScorLip 205 Weir

The ScorLip 205 Weir Oil Recovery
Skimmer
is
a
technologically
advanced system operated by a
remote-control, equipped with an onboard pump and thrusters that allow
strategic
positioning
during
operations. The large, self-adjusting
weir lip conforms to the waterline
providing excellent wave-following
characteristics.
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Bodo Clean Up
One of New Naval’s latest projects
centers on the provision of emergency
oil spill equipment, including the
Scorpion C-Series Curtain Boom, for the
massive Bodo Clean-Up (Phase 2), and
Remediation project in the Bodo, Rivers
State in Nigeria for an 18-month period.

Mauritius
An order of New Naval's emergency
spill response equipment was airfreighted to the recent Mauritius spill to
assist with initial response efforts. A
large quantity of in-stock response
equipment was quickly prepared and
immediately
dispatched.
The
equipment included Scorpion Sorbents
(Pads, Rolls, Booms, Socks) and
Scorpion Containment Booms.

Nile River
New Naval’s Scorpion F-Series Fence
Boom was recently installed and
successfully tested as a preventative
antipollution measure by the Egyptian
Water Company in the Nile River. The
antipollution project was commissioned
through
the
reputable
Egyptian
Response company, IEMS.
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MARPOL
Regulations
MARPOL Standard OCS Spill Kits are
now available online in New Naval's eshop, where you can also find technical
information for varying types and sizes
of Spill Kits, Sorbents and Ancillary
Equipment for Oil, General Purpose and
Chemical (HazMat) spills.

Our Network
With a Global Network of partners and
agents in 31 countries, New Naval
provides environmental equipment
solutions, 24/7 emergency response and
preventative services to 17 industries.
Contact us for more information
regarding partnerships or opportunities
in your area.
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New Naval Ltd.
2nd klm. Lavriou - Souniou Ave. | Lavrion, Attica | Greece
info@newnaval.gr | www.newnaval.gr
www.newnavalshop.com
Global Call Center & Emergency Response Line:

+30 22920 27936
Protection, Preservation & Restoration of the Environment since 1978.

